MAXON TUK-AWAY
72 / TE SERIES
72/150

72-150

®

Our Tuk-A-Way 72-150 gives your truck cargo handling capability up to 1500 lbs, combined with the convenience of
a gate that stores neatly out of the way when not in use.
Practical and Functional
®

All Maxon Tuk-A-Way gates feature platforms that stow out of the way when not needed and therefore
accommodate dock loading. With a low-maintenance design featuring heavy-duty structural components and
®

platforms, as well as a weather-sealed pump box to protect against the elements, Tuk-A-Way gates are designed to
provide long-term, reliable service.
The Original—and the Best
®

Maxon introduced the first Tuk-A-Way lift in 1957. Since then, the concept has often been copied, but none have
achieved the wide acceptance and success of our original. With 50+ years of innovation behind it, our current Tuk-A®

Way line offers options to fit virtually every need, on virtually every vehicle.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•

®

Low bed height Tuk-A-Way

Efficient, lightweight design requires minimal effort to use
Standard ride gate
Economical choice for lighter, general purpose applications
Torsion spring assist platform opening and closing

MAXON TUK-AWAY
72 / TE SERIES

TE-20
®

The Tuk-A-Way TE-20 increases your lifting capacity to 2,000 lbs, and gives your truck excellent cargo handling
capability, combined with the convenience of a gate that stores neatly out of the way when not in use.
Practical and Functional
®

All Maxon Tuk-A-Way gates feature platforms that stow out of the way when not needed and therefore
accommodate dock loading. With a low-maintenance design featuring heavy-duty structural components and
®

platforms, as well as a weather-sealed pump box to protect against the elements, Tuk-A-Way gates are designed to
provide long-term, reliable service.
The Original—and the Best
®

Maxon introduced the first Tuk-A-Way lift in 1957. Since then, the concept has often been copied, but none have
achieved the wide acceptance and success of our original. With 50+ years of innovation behind it, our current Tuk-A®

Way line offers options to fit virtually every need, on virtually every vehicle.

MAXON TUK-AWAY
72 / TE SERIES

TE-25
The TE-25 increases the capacity and platform size relative to the TE-20 and 72-150, providing 2,500 lbs lifting
capacity with a 48 x 78.5” platform.
Practical and Functional
®

All Maxon Tuk-A-Way gates feature platforms that stow out of the way when not needed and therefore
accommodate dock loading. With a low-maintenance design featuring heavy-duty structural components and
®
platforms, as well as a weather-sealed pump box to protect against the elements, Tuk-A-Way gates are designed to
provide long-term, reliable service.
The Original—and the Best
®

Maxon introduced the first Tuk-A-Way lift in 1957. Since then, the concept has often been copied, but none have
achieved the wide acceptance and success of our original. With 50+ years of innovation behind it, our current Tuk-A®
Way line offers options to fit virtually every need, on virtually every vehicle.

Key Features
•
•
•
•

Large wedge platform allows drivers to load bulky cargo
Low bed height version available (TE-25L)
Opener arm makes the liftgate easy to open
Easy to operate torsion assisted flip-over and platform

MAXON TUK-AWAY
72 / TE SERIES

TE-33
MAXON’s brand new TE-33 liftgate model has taken “standard” to a whole new level. The 3,300 lb, medium-duty,
®

Tuk-A-Way delivers premium features in a standard Tuk.

Key Features
•
•
•
•

Steel as well as steel with aluminum flipover
Bolted on extension plate and steps
Hydraulic locking
Grease fittings at all critical rotation points

